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SSDI
More than half of SSDI appeals were over nine months old in 2018. Learn more: 
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself #ssdi Diam2019_FBLI-3to5monthsSSDI.png Diam2019_TW-3to5monthsSSDI.png Diam2019_Insta-3to5monthsSSDI.png

SSDI
Waiting for SSDI benefits can be as long as 5 months. Learn more: 
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/ #diam #insureyourself #ssdi Diam2019_FBLI-3to5monthsSSDI.png Diam2019_TW-3to5monthsSSDI.png Diam2019_Insta-3to5monthsSSDI.png

SSDI
Just one third of all SSDI applications get approved. Get info about supplemental 
insurance. https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/ #diam #insureyourself #ssdi Diam2019_FBLI-33percentSSDI.png Diam2019_TW-33percentSSDI.png Diam2019_Insta-33percentSSDI.png

SSDI

Even after an appeal, just 33% of SSDI claims get approved.  Get info you need to 
protect your income: Learn more: https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/   #diam 
#insureyourself #ssdi Diam2019_FBLI-33percentSSDI.png Diam2019_TW-33percentSSDI.png Diam2019_Insta-33percentSSDI.png

Risk
One in four of today's twenty year olds will experience a long-term disability before 
they retire. Learn more: https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/:  #diam #insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-1in4-20yearolds.png Diam2019_TW-1in4-20yearolds.png Diam2019_Insta-1in4-20yearolds.png

Risk

Chances of missing work due to illness, injury or pregnancy are greater than most 
realize.  Learn more income protection https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam 
#insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-8millionSTD.png Diam2019_TW-8millionSTD.png Diam2019_Insta-8millionSTD.png

Risk

This year over 8 million working Americans will experience a short-term disability.  
Learn more income protection: https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam 
#insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-8millionSTD.png Diam2019_TW-8millionSTD.png Diam2019_Insta-8millionSTD.png

Risk

Except basic social security coverage, over fifty million working Americans are not 
covered in the event of a disability.  Learn more:                                     
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-51million.png Diam2019_TW-51million.png Diam2019_Insta-51million.png

Financial 
Vulnerability

40 percent of American adults cannot pay an unexpected $400 bill. What measures 
can you take to protect your income? Learn more: 
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself

Diam2019_FBLI-4outof10.png Diam2019_TW-4outof10.png Diam2019_Insta-4outof10.png

STD
Pregnancy tops the most common reasons for a short term disability. What can you do 
to prepare? Learn more: https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-commonSTD.png Diam2019_TW-commonSTD.png Diam2019_Insta-commonSTD.png

STD
Check out resources to learn and prepare for a short term disability. Learn more: 
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-commonSTD.png Diam2019_TW-commonSTD.png Diam2019_Insta-commonSTD.png

LTD

Mental Health claims are on the rise for both short and long term disability categories. 
Learn about income protection for extended work absences:             
https://disabilitycanhappen.org/diam/  #diam #insureyourself Diam2019_FBLI-commonLTD.png Diam2019_TW-commonLTD.png Diam2019_Insta-commonLTD.png


